Abstract. The principal aim of this work is the presentation of a symbolic calculation computer analysis for exploring electromagnetic fields for not inertial observer. Based on Frölicher-Nijenhuis super-Lie algebra [2, 9], we developed a learning environment for axiomatic classical electromagnetics and electrodynamics: the electromagnetic field equations, conservation of Current-Charge dJ = 0, and conservation of work dF = 0 [7, 15, 12, 4, 5, Kiehn, Toupin 1960 , Salt 1969 . A observer is an idempotent (1, 1)-tensor field. A collection of programs developed on Mathematical programming environment has been builded for the Ngraded Graßmann Algebra, Z-graded endomorphisms and graded commutators and applied in the re-derivation of observer dependent Maxwell equations.
Introduction
Systematic presentation of the axiomatic classical electromagnetic and electrodynamic theory has been developed by Truesdell and Toupin in [1960] and later by Yano [16, 1968] , Salt [1969] , Thirring [14, 1978] , and recently by Hehl & Obukhov [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] and Cruz & Oziewicz [1, 2003] .
We postulate that the density pseudo differential form J, gradeJ = d − 1 and the strength or 'magnetic flux' F, gradeF = 2 are absolute, are observer-free. The first axioms is the conservation of the density pseudo-form of the charge-current. The second axiom is called by Hehl and Obukhov [2000, 2002] the 'magnetic flux conservation'; we prefer to interpret it as the conservation of the work (on small test charge-current) in the space-time: -Charge current conservation ∂V J = 0 -Conservative force field interaction C F = 0.
Starting with such axiomatic approach we re-derived the set of four Maxwell equations of the classical electromagnetics as explicitly observer-dependent. We use the Frölicher and Nijenhuis operation to derive observer -dependent form of the four Maxwell equations.
In the next Section we present some necessary definitions. Section 3 is devoted to show the wide lines of the algorithm. In Section 4 we present some preliminar calculations and finally in Section 5 we present our conclusions and lines for future work.
Basic Definitions
Let F be an R algebra of scalar fields on Space-Time. For example every coordinate function is a scalar field x, y, z, t ∈ F . The F-modul of the differential 1-forms is denoted by M , for example dx
Definition 1 (Graßmann algebra of differential forms). The Z-graded Graßmann F-algebra of differential forms is denoted by:
Definition 2 (Observer field). Variously called: observer product estructure idempotent is a not necessarily integrable product structure that splits F-modules of the differential one-forms M and one-vector fields, M
* , into 'time-' and 'space-' F-submodules. [9, 10, ?,8, Oziewicz 1991 , 1994 , Fecko 1997 and Kocik 1997 .
In the present paper we represent a observer by κ, κ ≡ τ ⊗ T ∈ M ⊗ M * (M denotes the modul of the differential one-forms), with a time-like differential one form τ ∈ M, κτ = τ, and for the time-like vector field T ∈ M * , κ * T = T. imκ, is an ideal in the Graßmann F-algebra, and the projector (id − κ), is an algebra map 
Definition 3 (Derivations of Graßmann algebra
). ∀ α, β ∈ M ∧ , let |A| ≡ gradeA ∈ Z. A map A : M ∧ → M ∧ is said to be a graded derivation, A ∈ der(M ∧ ), gradeA ∈ Z,
if Leibnitz axiom holds:
A(α ∧ β) = (Aα) ∧ β + (−) |A||α| α ∧ Aβ.L A ≡ {A, d} ∈ der(M ∧ ).
Outline of Algorithm
The builded functions contains:
-Appropriate data types designed for: N-graded F-algebra of the differential forms. Z-homogeneous graded endomorphism, Poisson graded commutator (bracket), etc. A grammar definition is necessary in the way that the abstract representation be in accordance with mathematical formal definition of objets by example: for the Z-graded Graßmann F-algebra of differential forms M ∧ we have:
In practical computation operators e and i play an important role e is a constructor and i is a selector For derivations operator we need the set of symbols: {name, grade, +}. With those and the Leibnitz property we build the necessary expressions for the derivation operation. See it in terms of operads of graphs in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 . Leibnitz property for derivations, the operad is builded in a grafting process (composition) from more elementary operad the operator's alphabet (Fig. 1) , by convention the time direction is from top to bottom 4 Calculations -Antisymmetric property of Graßmann product:
Split of differential forms and differential equations in Space Time
Let M be the modul of differential one forms, let k be an observer, and α ∈ M ∧ . we have
For the potential α of physical quantity σ the corresponding differential expression dα = σ can be splited in couple of equivalent formulas,
Electromagnetic field for an arbitrary observer
For a observer k each electromagnetic field looks like formed by a couple of fields produced by the splitting of the corresponding differential form:
1. Electric charge and current
Electromagnetic potentials
In literature is common practice to use τ ∧ j instead of j, τ ∧ E instead of E, τ ∧ H instead of H and τ ∧ φ instead of φ for space time observer k = e τ i T .
Electromagnetic field equations
Here we postulate that gradeJ = 3 and gradeF = 2, and dim ∂V = 3 is the bondaury of a for dimentional volume in space-time, and dim ∂S = 2 is the boundary of a tree dimentional volume of space-time and F is the two dimentional work (space-time work).
The equations for the intrinsic propierties of electromagnetic interaction are the charge and current conservation and the field equation: dJ = 0 gradeJ = 3 dF = 0 gradeF = 2 1. Charge Current conservation
2. Electromagnetic field equation
3. Electromagneric induction equation
Conclusions
The axiomatic approach could possess some pedagogical advantage in teaching the fundamentals of electromagnetic laws as explicitly observer-dependent and gives a power tool in the exploration of physical laws.
